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ITEMS ON MICROFICHE

GENERAL.

**Microfiche 1160**: *Record of an English Village, Earls Colne*, 1400-1750. ed by Alan MacFarlane. 113 microfiches. Includes date, name, subject, land, place index on microfiches 71-113. Printed Index, 3 vols (Estate Records; State Records; Church Records), in stacks in microfilm reading area, Eastern Gallery.

**Microfiche 1418**: *Records of a Scottish village: Lasswade (1650-1750)*. ed. by Rab Houston. 1982. 6 microfiches. Index in stacks in microfilm reading area, Eastern Gallery.


**Microfiche 123**: McLeod, Roy, M. *Archives of British Men of Science*. R.McLeod and James R.Friday. 58 sheets in 1 box.


LOCAL RECORD SOCIETY PUBLICATIONS ON MICROFICHE

Arranged alphabetically by Society name.


Microfiche 479-483: Chetham Society. Manchester. Remains, historical and literary, connected with the Palatine counties of Lancaster and Chester. 5 boxes.
   s.1. vol 1-114 (1844-1893);
   s.2. vol 1-110 (1883-1893);
   s.3. vol 1-7 (1949-56).


Microfiche 475-76, 476A: Staffordshire Record Society. Collections for a history of Staffordshire.
   s.1. vol 1-18 (1880-1897);
   s.2. vol 1-12 (1898-1909);
   s.3. (1910-1951);
   s.4. vol 1-6 (1957-1970).


HIGHER DEGREE THESE ON MICROFICHE
Includes other secondary works.
Arranged alabetically by author.


Microfiche 2029: Deigan, Donald. The Ormond-Orrey conflict, 1640-1680.


Higher Degree Theses (Microfiche)


Microfiche 2206: Mayer, Thomas. *Life and thought of Thomas Starkey.* PhD, Univ. of Minnesota, 1983.


Microfiche 2021: Robinson, Mary. *Scientific instrument makers in London during the 17th and 18th centuries.*
ITEMS ON MICROFILM
MANUSCRIPTS

I. State, Politics, Government

- James I, 1603-1625. Domestic.
- Charles I, 1625-1648. Domestic.
- 1649-1652, Domestic. Interregnum.
- Anne, 1702-1715. Domestic [Printed Chronological catalogue and index to the Microfilm edition of the State Papers of Queen Anne, 1702-1714 on stacks in microfilm reading area - filed as Microfilm 16121-16135 - ? an extra series].
- George I, 1714-1727. Domestic.
- George II, 1727-1745. Domestic.
- George III, 1760-1782. Domestic.


Microfilm PER 139: Great Britain. Parliament. House of Lords, the main papers: Politics and statecraft in early modern England. Contents:
Part 3: 1642-1645 (reels 40-60).
Part 4: December 1645-1648 (reels 61-79).
Part 5: November 1648-1678 (reels 80-99).
Part 6: June 1678-1696 (reels 100-118).
Part 8: February 1703/4-February 1708/9 (reels 136-157).
Contains reports from committees of the House of Commons, 1715 - 1801 printed but not inserted in the journals of the House, 1803 - 06. 10 reels.

Microfilm PER 20: Politics and administration of Tudor and Stuart England. The Lansdowne Collection. Printed Catalogue found at Ref/011.31/B862catL.

Contents:
1) Lord Burghley's Papers (William Cecil);
2) Sir Julius Caesar's Papers;
3) Selections from the Lansdowne Collection.

Microfilm 6937: British Museum, Dept. of Mss. [Lansdowne and additional mss] 1 volume.(various pagings) on 1 reel (neg).

Microfilm PER 34: British Museum. Department of Manuscripts. Harleian Manuscripts. 
Selected items.(Microfilm collection not yet completed). Catalogue of the Harleian MSS found at RB/016.091/B862catH/F, 4 volumes - vol 4 contains person, place, subject indexes to catalogue.


Contents:
Part 1: the most important volumes selected from Volumes 1-169 of Rawlinson A (22 reels).
Part 3: the most important volumes selected from Vols 217-316 of the Rawlinson A collection (20 reels).
Part 4: ... selected from Volumes 317-499 of the Rawlinson B collection.
Part 5: ... selected from Volumes 7-299 of the Rawlinson B collection (18 reels).
Series not yet complete..

Microfilm 18494: Bodleian library MSS. Rawlinson, B326. (no further information available, check in catalogue)
Microfilms 18920-18934: Portland Papers from the Bath Archives, Longleat. Includes autograph letters of celebrities (Henry VIII, Cranmer, James I, Charles I, etc.) with other select papers, 1516-1772; correspondence of Robert and Edward Harley, Richard Savage, Margaret, Duchess of Portland, Elizabeth Montagu, Margaret and Anne Clifford; letters and some original poetry of Alexander Pope, John Arbuthnot, Jonathon Swift, John Gray; also miscellaneous verses of the 17th and 18th centuries; newspaper cuttings and satirical prints published between 1741-1782; Parentela et parentalia Hollesiorum (1658) by Gervase Holles of Grimsby.


Microfilms 19064 - 19102: The Aristocracy, the State and the Local Community. Pt 1 - 2 and Index. (Part 1 - Hastings Correspondence, 1477-1701, reels 1-19; Part 2 - Hastings correspondence, 1702-1828, reels 20-39.) Index and guide in stacks in microfilm reading area, Eastern Gallery.

Microfilm 19248 - 19256: The Talbot Papers, from Lambeth Palace Library. Social and political affairs of the age of the Tudors. Includes papers of the 5th, 6th and 7th Earls of Shrewsbury.

Microfilm 16910-16911: Great Britain. Public Record Office. Catalogue of Star Chamber Proceedings, James I (Stac 8), PRO Round room, vols 9/72 - 9/78. (A selection of cases only.)

Microfilms 16912-16939: Great Britain. Court of the Star Chamber. Star Chamber and English society in the reign of James I: a subject selection from Star Chamber proceedings (PRO Stac 8). 28 reels. For catalogue see preceding item.

Microfilm 393: Great Britain. Chancery. Court of Inquisitions post mortem, series II: Henry VII to Charles II (c. 142); extracts. 1 reel.


Manuscript Material.


Microfilm 16157: Crew, Sir Thomas (1565-1634). *The proceedings and debates of the House of Commons in the sessions of parliament, began the 20th day of Jan, 1628, and ended by dissolution the 10th March following... taken and collected by Sir Thomas Carew, sergeant at Law and speaker...* (London, 1707).

Microfilm 1768 - 70: D'Ewes, Sir Simonds, bart. *[Dairy] Journal of the House of Commons*, 3rd November 1640 - 1st November 1645. 3 reels. *(See also microfilm1944 for D'Ewes' Diary.)*


Microfilm 1783: *Great Britain, Public Record Office*. [Record no.] HO/40/28; [extracts]. 1 reel. [*? date*]

Microfilm 1784: *Great Britain, Public Record Office*. [Record no.] HO/52/12 [extracts]. 1 reel.


Microfilm 1984: **Martin, George. Diary, 1779-1800**. (A series of claims by Samuel Martin and his son George for their losses through the American War of Independence, forwarded to the Commissioners of Claims in Great Britain and the General Assembly of Virginia.). Originally held by the Rev. B.P.Lyon, Whithaven, Cumberland.
II. Estate, Family and Personal papers.

**Microfilm MF13547-13631: The Coventry Papers**: the collection comprises the correspondence and papers of Henry Coventry, his brother, Sir William Coventry, their father Thomas Coventry, and others. 125 volumes on 85 reels. Microfilm 13547-8 contains the catalogue and index.

**Microfilm 19144 - 19226: Coventry Papers**: 83 reels. Collection comprises the correspondence and papers, both official and private, of Henry Coventry, Secretary of State, 1672-1680, and of his brother, Sir William Coventry, Secretary to the Duke of York as Lord High Admiral, 1660-1667, a few papers of their father Thomas Coventry, first Lord Coventry, Lord Keeper (of 1640) and of other members of the family. Index.
Reel 1-65: Coventry Papers, volumes 1-79.
Reel 66-82: Coventry Papers, miscellaneous correspondence, 1-17.
Reel 83: Catalogue and Index, A - Z.

**Microfilms 15826-87: Thynne Papers, c.1542-1780**: The official and private correspondence of the Thynne Family. From the Archives of the Marquess of Bath, Longleat. 62 reels.


**Microfilms 8161-8169: The Devereux Papers**: 10 volumes, 16 boxes on 9 reels. Catalogue and index (handwritten) at the beginning of the first reel. Correspondence and papers, together with letters patent, deeds, etc., of the family Devereux, chiefly of Walter Devereux, 2nd Viscount Hereford and 1st Earl Essex, and Robert, his grandson, 3rd Earl of Essex.

**Microfilms MF3637 - 3644: The Whitelocke Papers from the Archives of the Marquess of Bath**: 11 vols on 9 reels. (1605 - 1675.)


Microfilms 8180-8185: The Seymour Papers [in 23 volumes and 18 boxes], 1535-1686. Vol 1-9 on 6 reels. Catalogue and Index, dated 1898, on first reel.


Microfilm 6359 - 6370: Lowther Family. Extracts from papers, 1582 - 1755. 12 reels.


Microfilms MF15372-7: 16979-89: Cholmondeley Family. Records and correspondence, 1662-1720. 18 reels numbered 43-48, 51-60. The main bulk of the correspondence is directed to one or another of Lord Cholmondeley's stewards and particularly the one at Cholmondeley itself. Many are from Lord Cholmondeley, some from other servants, other members of family, tenants, government officials etc.

Microfilms 18145-18147: Cholmondeley family (accounts and correspondence, 1579-1722). (no further information available on card.)

Microfilm 8222: Coke, Sir Edward. Holkham MSS 723, 725, 732a, 748b, 748c, 751. 7 volumes on 1 reel. Reproduction from the original kept in the library of Holkham, Wells, Norfolk.


Microfilm MF10327: Coke family letters. Holkham MS. 746 (1595-1750)


Microfilm 18577-78: Holkham Hall. Holkham accounts... country accounts, 1722-1767.

Microfilms 18684-18686: Holkham Hall. Holkham accounts... domestic accounts, 1719-1792.

Microfilms 18728-18738: Holkham Hall. Holkham accounts... audit books, 1707-1794. (i.e.1852) 11 reels.

Microfilm MF10328: Historical tracts and documents: Holkham MS. 678. [n.p.1562-82]


Microfilm 8093: The Packer Papers. c. 1616-1625. 1 vol on 1 reel.

Microfilm MF11465: Colchester, Richard. Household and estate account books. 1638-1643. 1 reel (from the Gloucestershire Records Office).

Microfilm 17811: Blathwayt Family: Dyrham Park Estate Correspondance, 1681-1713.

Microfilm 17812: Holford Family Estate Papers. Westonbirt Manor.

Microfilm 17653-54: Smyth of Nibley Papers. vols 2, 3, 9-10 only.
Manuscript Material


Microfilm 8170: Matthew, Tobias, Abp of York, 1546-1628. *The diary and journal of his Grace Toby Matthew, Lord Abp of York;* from the 3rd Sept. 1583 to the 23rd Sunday after Trinity 1622; transcribed from the original MS in the Library at Bishopthorp [sic], with additions containing memoirs of his Lordship’s life, and family.


Microfilm 589: *Private Diary of the nephew of Sir Nathaniel Curzon at Kedleston Derby.* Salt MS. 1 reel. (No date, ? relevant.)

Microfilm 1834: Folliot, George. *The diary of George Folliott, 1756-66.* (British records relating to America in microform. This ms forms part of the Edward Hall mss collection.)


Microfilm 458: Luttrell, N. *A diary of my transactions, 1722-1724.*


Microfilm MF6805-6: Richardson, Samuel. *Correspondence,* (1689-1761) The Richardson - Stinstra Correspondence.MS. 2 reels.

Microfilm 6875: Whitaker, Thomas Dunham. *The Life and Original Correspondence of Sir George Radcliffe.* (? date).


Microfilm 1985: Calef and Chuter. Letter book, 1783-1796 (the correspondence, mainly with American firms, of this ship-broker's partnership).

Microfilm 17961: Copleston, Edward. Commonplace Book. (No further information available.)


(includes some printed material)

Microfilm PER 89: Episcopal Registers, 1215-1660. (Collection not yet complete.) Church authority and power in medieval and early modern Britain. Contents:
Part 2: Registers of the bishops of Lincoln, 1209-1663. 20 reels.
Part 3: Registers of the bishops of Coventry and Lichfield, 1296-1632; bishops of Carlisle, 1292-1658; bishops of Chester, 1502-1686; bishops of Durham, 1311-1683. 12 reels.
Part 4: Registers of the bishops of Salisbury, 1297-1689. 10 reels.
Part 5: Registers of the bishops of London, 1304-1660. 9 reels.

Microfilm 1835: Worcester Cathedral. Registrum sede vacante, the register of the priors of Worcester.

Microfilm 16599: A summary of all the religious houses in England and Wales, with titles and valuations at the time of their dissolution and a calculation of what they might be worth at this day: together with an appendix concerning the several religious orders that prevail'd in this kingdom. (London, 1717).

Microfilm 16607: An account of the several monasteries, priories, frieries, nunneries, coledges and hospitals in every county of England and dioceses in Wales, which were demolished in the reign of K. Henry VIII, and the annual revenue of them. (London?, 1700?)


Microfilms MF14622-14631: Early Quaker Writings, 1650-1750. A second series from the library of the Society of Friends. 10 reels.

Reel 1: Caton MSS, 1653-1660 with additions of 1669, 1682, 1684.
Reel 3: Swarthmore MSS, Letters vols 2 and 3.
Reel 4: A.R. Barclay MSS, vols 1 and 2.
Reel 6: John Pennington MSS, vol 1-4.
Reel 7: Journals of George Fox (Swarthmore [or Spence?] mss, vol 1 and 2.
Reel 8: The short journal of George Fox, Itinerary journals of George Fox, 1 (1600 [i.e.1688] - 1690) and 2 (1682-1687). Markham MSS.
Reel 12: John Thompson MSS, vols 1 and 2.
Reel 13: John Thompson MSS, vol 5. Toft MSS, vols 1, 2, 3.

Microfilms 15675-15679: Quaker Women's Diaries. 18th and 19th centuries. 5 reels.
Contents:
Reel 1: Diaries of Suzanna Boone (3 vol), 1773-89.
Reel 2: Diaries of Rachel Wilson, 1768-1769; Betty Bishop, 1779, 1785-87, 1788-91 and (by one of her daughters?) 1809.
Reel 3: Diaries of Martha Routh, 1794, 1797, 1801; Lydia Hill (Mrs. Levell), 1780-85; Ann Young, c.1758-68.
Reel 4: Diaries of Rebecca Bullenfield, 1725-90, with entry by other hands covering 1672-1797; Ann Cooper (3 vol), 1824-30; Catherine Alexander, 1849-50; Sarah Squire, 1835.
Reel 5: Diaries of Susanna Day, 1797-80; Mary Weston, 1735-47, 1750-52, and Abiah Darby, c.1744-69.


Microfilm 6994: Gray's Inn London. The pension book of Gray's Inn... 1569 - 1669.
Manuscript Material.


Microfilm 1824: Great Britain. P.R.O. Criminal Registers, series 2, no's 8&9 (HO 27/8&9) (?date).

IV. Literary / Miscellaneous


Microfilms 7165-7172: Royal Academy of Dancing, London. *The Richardson Collection* [a collection of MSS and books on dancing held in the library of the Royal Academy of Dancing].

Microfilms 16951-16971: *English cartoons and satirical prints 1320-1832 in the British Museum*. 21 reels, chiefly illus. Reproductions of prints held in the British Museum and Brit. Library, and described and numbered in the 12 vol Catalogue of political and personal satires to be found at 016.76/B862c. (?reference sec.)


Microfilms 17770-17771: *Correspondence of the scientific men of the 17th century*. 2 reels.

Microfilms 316-318: *Naval Papers* of Hamond, Sir Andrew Snape, bart. 1766-1783, & Sir Graham Eden Hamond, bart, 1799-1825. 3 reels.


Microfilm 1846: *The Holkham Bible picture book*, reproduced from the original 14th century ms in the British Museum.

Microfilm 18496: *Houghton Library, MS Eng. 530*. (No further information available.)
Microfilm 18500: British Library, MS Cottonian Vespasian E XVI. (No further information available.)

Microfilm 18501: British Library, MS Cottonian, Galba E VIII. (No further information available.)

Microfilm 18502: British Library, MS Cottonian Titus A XXV. (No further information available.)

Microfilm 18503: British Library, MS Harleian 1704. (No further information available.)

Microfilm 18504: British Library, MS Cottonian, Cleopatra D VII. (No further information available.)

Microfilm 18505: British Library, MSS. ADD 36983. (No further information available.)

Microfilm 18670: Cambridge Univ. Library, MS ADD 43. The history of the three kings; Melchior, Balthazar and Jaspar.


Microfilm 19143: Lambeth Palace Library, MS 487. [Collection of MS including The Three Kings of Cologne.]

Microfilm 19286: Bodleian Library MS University College 33. [Three Kings of Cologne.]

Microfilm PER 96: British Literary MSS from Cambridge Univ. Library.


Microfilm 2733: Oxford University Bodleian Library MSS 1022. A series of anonymous notes on the life of John Selden (1584 - 1654).
Manuscript Material

Microfilm 6936: Oxford University Bodleian Library. Wood MSS. Asthon, J. Satan in Samuels Mantle (1659); Coppe, A. Some Sweet Sips (1649); Rogers, E. Some Account of the Life (1867). plus Misc. items.

ITEMS ON MICROFILM
PRINTED MATERIAL

Main Collections:

Microfilm PER 94: English Books 1475-1640. (Indexed by Pollard and Redgrave, A short-title catalogue of books printed in England, Scotland and Wales and of English books printed abroad 1475-1640. Found at Ref/.015.42/P77.2. Catalogue guides and cross indexes from STC numbers to reel numbers are found alongside these volumes in the reference Collection.)

Microfilm PER 95: English Books 1641-1700. (Indexed by Wing, D., Short-title catalogue of books 1641-1700. Found at Ref/015.42/W76.2. Cross indexes and guides alongside volumes.)

Microfilm PER 15: Thomason tracts. (1977- ) 1640-1661. Includes much ephemeral material not included in Wing. 70 reels. Catalogue of pamphlets, books, newspapers, and MSS relating to the Civil War, the Commonwealth and Restoration, collected by George Thomason, 1640-1661. 2 vols. Found at 016.942/T4562.B. The cross index from Thomason Tract number to reel number sits alongside the volumes in the reference collection.

Microfilm 6939: Ranters tracts. Containing:
Coppin, R. Divine teachings. 1649.
Coppe, A. A fiery flying roll. 1649.
______ Copp's return to the waves of the truth. 1657.
Salmon, J. A rout, a rout. 1649.
Claxton, L. A single eye. 1650.
A Justification of the madcrew. 1650.
Claxton, L. A general charge. 1647.
______. The lost sheep found. 1660.
______. Truth released. 1646.
______. Look about you. 1659.
______. Heights in depths. 1651.
Bauthumley, J. The light and dark sides of God. 1650.
Salmon, J. *Anti-Christ in man*. 1647.
Coppe, A. *A remonstrance*. 1651.

**Microfilms 6931 - 6935**: *Baptist Tracts*. British Museum, Department of Printed Books. 95 vols on 5 reels. See the card catalogue entry for a full list of volumes.

**Single Items - arranged alphabetically.**

Included on this reel:
- Beach, Thomas, *Eugenio, or, the Virtuous and happy life* (1787);
- [Boscawen, W] *The progress of Satire: an essay in Verse* (1798);
- Gildon, Charles, *The complete art of poetry* (1718);

Included on this film:
- Cheare, A. *Words in season*, 1668

**Microfilm MF4596**: Aldrovandi, Ulysse (1522 - 1605?). *Ornithologiae*.

**Microfilm 440**: [C.S.] *(The) art of complaisance...* 1673.

**Microfilm 700**: Ashmole, Elias, *Theatrum chemicum Britannicum...* (1652).

**Microfilm MF10458**: [Barber, Edward] d.1675? *Certain queries propounded to the churches of Christ...*[1650?]

**Microfilm MF14451**: Barber, Edward, d.1674? *An answer to the eight quarrels propounded by the House of Commons, to the Assembly called Divines, sitting at Westminster, April 22, 1646, never to this day by them answered, nor they called to an accompt by the Parliament, for their ignorance or negligence therein*. (London, 1648)

**Microfilm MF4205**: Blair, Robert (1699 - 1746) *(The) grave: a poem*. Life of author attached.

-25-
Microfilm 586: Birnet, Gilbert, *Thoughts on Education...* (1761); Lambert, A. T. de Marguenat de. *Advice from a Mother to her Son and Daughter...* (1729).

Microfilm 4599: Camerarius, Joachim (1534 - 1598). *Symbolorvm et emblematum centvriæetres.*

Microfilm MF10322: Chanter, John R. *Reprints of the Barnstable records.* (1900)

Microfilm 7642: Claxton, Laurence (1615-1667) *The Quakers downfall, with all other dispensations their inside turn'd outward.* (London, 1659) *(See also reels 7640, 7641, 7643, 10270, for other books on Quakers.)*

Microfilm MF10461: Collier, Thomas, fl.1645-1691. *To all the churches of Jesus Christ... letter...* (London, 1657).

Microfilm MF11233: Collier, Thomas, fl.1634-1691. *The body of Divinity, or, a confession of faith... Containing the most material things relating to matters both of faith and practice...* (London, 1674).

Included on this film:
- A brief narration of the heads of that long (yet happy) discourse, betwixt M. Fullwood and M. Collier (1652);
- A confession of faith (1678);
- A looking glass for the Quakers (1657);
- The marrow of Christianity (1647).
5 vols on 1 reel.


Microfilm MF14452: Collier, Thomas, fl.1634-1691. *A word in season to a distracted and troubled people...* (London, 1655)


Microfilm MF11235: D'Anvers, Henry. d.1687. *A treatise of laving on of hands with the history thereof, both from the Scripture and antiquity...* (London, 1674).

Included on this film:
- Fisher, S. *One antidote more* (1661);
- Gosnold, J. Of laying on of hands (1656);
- Griffith, J. The unlawfulness of mixt marriages.

(See also reel 1136 for printed comment on the lating on of hands.)

Microfilm 780: Davenant, Sir William, Madagascar, with other poems. 1638.


Microfilm 15608: Dunton, John (1659-1733). A voyage around the world; or, A pocket library... done into English by a lover of travels. (London, 1691). 3 vol on 1 reel.

Microfilm 6938: Edwards, Thomas, 1599 - 1647. Gangraena, or a catalogue and discovery of many of the errors, heresies, blasphemous and pernicious practices of the sectaries of this time... 2nd edition, 1646.

Microfilm 7604: French, John. The art of distillation... 1667.

Microfilm 5458: Foulis, Henry. The history of wicked plots and conspiracies of our pretended saints: representing the beginning, constitution, and designs of the Jesuites... London, 1662.

Microfilm 7641: Fox, George (1624-1691) Something in answer to Lodowick Muggleton's book, which he calls, the Quakers neck broken... (London, 1667). (See also reels 7640, 7642, 7643, 1027o, for other books on Quakers.)

Microfilm MF10463: Garner, Robert, Baptist minister. Mysteries unveiled. Wherein the doctrine of redemption by Jesus Christ... is unveiled. (London, 1646.)

Microfilm MF10286: Gataker, Thomas (1547-1654). A discours apologeticall; wherein Lilies lewd and lowd lies in his Merlin or pasqil for the yeer 1654, are clearely laid open... (London 1654).
Microfilm 622: Gent, A. D. *The whole art of converse...* (London, 1683);
- Briggans, P. *Diary* (1703-1716), 1895;
- Clarke, J. *Essay upon the education of youth in Grammar Schools...* (1730);
- Codlington, R. *The Second Part of youths behaviour. or decay in conversation amongst women* (1664);
- Costeker, J.L. *The gentleman or The complete education of a young nobleman* (1732);
- Courtin, Antoine de. *The rules of civility: or Certain ways of deprivement observed in France...* (1678);
- Dykes, O. *The Royal marriage: King Lemuel's lesson of 1. Chastity, the whole art of converse... 2. Temperance. 3. Charity etc.* (1722);
- Gracian y Morates, Baltasar [El discreto], *The complete gentleman...* (1730);


Microfilm 484: Gould, Robert. *Works*, (ed. by Martha Gould). London 1709. Also on this reel are Galateo's *Of manners...* 1703; *Tylerestey diary*; Sherwill T. Monarchy attended with high berth the best establishment; Cole, S. *Epistles of Horace imitated*.


Included on this film:
- *Hear the Church* (1687);
- *St. Pauls Catechism* (1687);
- *A sigh for peace* (1671).

Microfilm MF14620: Haggan, Henry. *No king but Jesus; or, the walls of tyrannie razed and the foundations of unjust monarchy discovered to the view of all...* (London, 1652).


Microfilm 17483: *The humble petition of the clothiers of the County of Suffolk and Essex and divers other inhabitants of the aforesaid county. delivered to his Majesty at Greenwich, Feb 10 ... also their petition to the House of Peers, concerning the bringing of deliquents to the tryall.* (London, printed 1641.)


Included on this film:
- Kiffin, J. *A sober discourse of right to church communion* (1681);
- Rider, W. *Laying on of hands* (1655):
- Tory, S. *Mint marriages vindicated* (1680).

*(See also reel 1135.)*

Microfilm 17066: Lamotte, Charles. *An essay upon the state and condition of physicians among the antients...* (London, 1728).


Microfilm 591: Nivelon, F, *(The) rudiments of genteel behaviour*. 1737. 1 reel. On the same reel are: *(The) Conversation of Gentlemen Considered... in Six Dialogues: and *(The) man of manners: or Plebian polished.*
Microfilm 16111: The old leaven purged out; or, The apostacy of this day further opened; being a true and faithfull narrative of the orderly proceedings and dealings of the lesser part of the congregation, formerly walking with Mr. John Sympson, with and against severall souldiers of the army. (London, 1658).

Microfilm MF10465: Patient, Thomas. The doctrine of baptism, and the distinction of the covenants... (London, 1654).

Microfilm 7640: Penington, Isaac (1616-1679). Observations on some passages of Lodowick Muggleton, in his interpretation of the 11th chapter of the Revelations. As also on some passages in that book of his, stiled, The neck of the Quakers broken, and in his letter to Thomas Taylor. [London?] 1668. (See also reels 1741, 7642, 7643, 10270, for other books on Quakers.)

Microfilm 7643: Penn, William (1644-1718) The new witnesses proved old heretics: or, Information to the ignorant; in which the doctrines of John Reeve and Lodowick Muggleton, which they stille, Mysteries never before known... are proved to be mostly ancient whimsies... (London, 1672). (See also reels 7640, 7641, 7642, 10270, for other books on Quakers.)

Microfilm 709: [Petri, Nicholaus] The pathway to knowledge [translated from the Dutch by W.P.].

Microfilm 623: Petrie, Adam. Rules of good deportment or of good breeding, for the use of youth. Edinburgh. Printed 1720. 136 p. On the same reel are Rémonddes Cours, Nicholas, The true conduct of persons of quality, (1694); (An) essay upon kings, poets, stoics, sceptics etc. (1723); Turnbull, G, Observations upon liberal education (1742).

Microfilm 6952: Philipps, Henry. A treatise enumerating the most illustrious families of England, who have been raised to honour and wealth by the profession of the law; together with the names of all the Lord Chief Justices of each court, and Barons of the exchequer, from their first institution... 1686.

Microfilm MF14618: Purnell, Robert (d.1666) The weavers shuttle displayed and the swiftness thereof unfolded; or, The words of a dying man to a dying people in the midst of a dying nation... (London).
Microfilm 2168: Pyndar, Michaell. Nomo tania: The arte of lawe, or, the lawyers logique; [from Grayes Inne, 23 August 1604]. 1 volume MS on 1 reel.

Microfilm MF10270: Prynne, William, 1600-1669. The Quakers unmasked, and clearly detected to be the spawn of Romish frogs, Jesuites, and Franciscan freers; sent by Rome to seduce the intoxicated giddy-headed English nation. By an information newly taken upon oath in the city of Bristol, Jan 22, 1654. and some other evident demonstrations. (London, 1655)
Also included on this film:
- Aspinwall, W. The legislative power is Christ's peculiar prerogative. (1656);
- Bradshaw, E. The true relation of the strange apparitions seen in the air on Monday 25, Feb. 1651;
- Erbey, W. A monstrous dispute, or the language of the beast (1653);
- Everand, R. An antidote for the Newcastle priests (1652);
- Burden, W. Christ's personal reign on earth, one thousand years with his saints (1654);
- A list of some of the grand blasphemies (1654).
(See also reels 7640, 7641, 7642, 7643, for other books on Quakers.)

Microfilm 17762: Rainbow, Edward. A sermon preached at Appleby... (no further details available).

Microfilm MF4198: Ralph, James (d.1762). The History of England During the Reign of King William, Queen Anne and King George I ... (London [1744] 1748.)


Microfilm 219: Rich, Barnabe, Allarme to Engla nde... London 1578.

Microfilm MF10271: Richardson, Samuel. fl.1646. Newes from Heaven of a treaty of peace, or a Cordiall for a fainting heart. (London, 1643) (pages 92-115 have all the bottom lines cut off.)

Microfilm 2206: Southwell, Robert. Saint Peter's compalint... 1610.

Microfilm 14617: Spilsbery, John. A treatise concerning the lawful subject of baptism ... (London 1643).
Microfilm 710: Tapp, John. *The path-way to knowledge: containing the whole art of arithmetick... also adioyned a briefe order for the keeping of merchants books*. London, 1613.

Microfilm MF10453: Tillam, Thomas. *The temple of lively stones, or The promised glory of the last days*. (London, 1660)


Microfilm 711: [Ympyn, Christoffels, Jan] *A notable and very excellente woorke ... how to kepe a boke of accoptyes, verie expedient and necessary to all marchants. Tr into English*. (London, 1547)
**NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICALS ETC.**

Arranged alphabetically by title
Some newspapers, magazines etc. are on the same microfilm, so the same microfilm no. may appear for several entries.

**Microfilms 37-44:** *Analytical Review; or, a History of literature, domestic and foreign.* London, vols 1-28. 1 series, Jan - June 1799. 8 reels. (See also its forerunner, *English Review*, m/volms 885-891.)

**Microfilms 1493-1508:** *Anti-Jacobin review and magazine; or, monthly political and literary censor.* Vols 1-61, London 1798-1821.

**Microfilm 930:** *Athenian Gazette; or caustical mercury,* vol. 1 - 20. London, Athenian Society, 1691 - 1697.

**Microfilm 101:** *Athenian News; or, Dunton's Oracle,* 1-2. London, March-Sept. 1733-35. 1 reel.


**Microfilms 102 & 103:** *Bee revived; or, The Universal Weekly Pamphlet,* vols 1-9, London 1733-35. 2 reels.

**Microfilm 415:** *British Apollo,* Vols 1-4. London 1708-1711.

**Microfilms 119-143:** *British Critic, and Quarterly Theological Review,* vols 1-42, 1793-1843. n.s. 1-23; s.3. 1-3; s.4. 1-34. 25 reels.

**Microfilm 1888:** *British Librarian,* 1-6. London, 1737.
Microfilm 4151: British Magazine, London, vols 1 - 6. 1746 - My 1751. "vol. 1 - 2 in the same reel with "Bell's literary intelligencer..." (MF 4150) and with "Bristol and Bath Magazine.".


Microfilm 45: Compleat Library; or, News for the ingenious. Vols 1-3, no. 4. London, 1692-1694. 1 reel.


Microfilms 4-32: Critical review; or, Annals of Literature, vols 1-70. London 1756-1790. s.2. vol 1-39 (179101803); s.3. vol 1-24 (1804-1811); s.4. vol 1-16 (1812-1814) s.5. vol 1-5 (1815-1817).

Microfilm 205: *Delphick Oracle*, London, September 1, 1719 - March 27, 1720. 1 reel.


Microfilm 208: *Gray's Inn Journal*, no's 1-52. London, 1753 - 1754. 1 reel. (see Microfilm 705 in thesis section, Aycock, Roy.)


Microfilm 714: *Miscellaneous Letters, giving an account of the works of the learned*, vol 1-2, no. 3 (no 1-24). London 1694-1696.

Microfilms 156-159: *History of the works of the learned, or, an impartial account of books lately printed in all parts of Europe*. Vols 1-14. London, 1699-1712. 4 reels. (See also its forerunner, *Present state of the republick of letters*, m/films 936-40.)


Newspapers, periodicals etc.


Microfilm 216: Memoirs of Literature. Vols 1 - 4. London 1710 - 1714. 1 reel. (see also New Memoirs of Literature, vol 1-6, 1725-1727, M/films 954-955, which supersedes this magazine.)


  n.s. vol 1-26 (1826-1838);
  s.3. vol 1-9 (1839-1843).

(See Microfilm 974, Memoirs for the curious, 1701.)


Microfilm PER 52: Observer (London) 1791 -


Microfilm 144: Prompter. no’s 1-173. London 1734-1736. 1 reel.

Microfilm 974: Records of Love; or, Weekly amusement for the fair sex, vol 1, no’s 1 - 12, London, 1710.


Microfilm 586: The Tea Table. 21st February - 27th April, 1724;

Microfilm PER 54: The Times. (London) 1785 -


Microfilm 500: Tony Tatler. vols 1 - 16 (1711)


Microfilm 5699-5715: Universal magazine. vol 1-113. n.s. nol 1-21; s.3. vol 1-3. London 1747-1803, 1804-1814, 1814-1815. 137 volumes on 17 reels.


Microfilm 974: Yorkshire freeholder. vols 1-9, York, 1780.
LOCAL HISTORY

This section contains original 16th - 18th century material, as well as reference works.

FAMILY HISTORIES


Microfilm 3139: Notices and Remains of the Family of Tyrwhitt ..., A.D. 1067 to 1872. (The family being originally seated in Northumberland, afterwards in Lincolnshire, more recently in Shropshire and Debyshire.) By Tyrwhitt, Robert Phillip (1798-1886).

GENERAL

GREAT BRITAIN

Microfilm MF15371: Oldfield, Thomas Hinton Burghley (1755-1822). An entire and complete history; political and personal, of the boroughs of Great Britain; together with the Cinque ports. Second edition (1794). 2 volumes on 1 reel (neg.).

Local History

Microfilm 17354: *An historical account of Sturbridge, Bury and the most famous fairs in Europe and America.* (Cambridge, 1773).


SCOTLAND


WALES


COUNTIES

AVON


CLWYD

Microfilm MF13217: Mahler, Margaret. *A history of Chirk Castle and Chirkland, with a chapter on Offa's Dyke.* (1912)


CORNWALL

Microfilm 3037: Courtney, William Prideaux. *The parliamentary representation of Cornwall to 1832.* (1889)

Microfilm MF10300: Millet, George Bown. *Penzance, past and present;* a lecture delivered at the Penzance Institute on the 13th March, 1876.
- a second lecture, delivered on the 25th March, 1878.
Local History

Microfilm MF13835: Vivian, John (1830-1896). *The Visitations of Cornwall*, comprising the Herald's visitations of 1530, 1573, 1620. (1887)

CUMBERLAND


Microfilm MF15198: Field, Frederick James. *An armorial for Cumberland*: a record of the arms, quarterings, crests, badges, supporters and mottoes borne by families resident or owning land within the county from the 12th century to the present day, together with a history of local heraldry and some genealogical notes. (1937).

DEVONSHIRE

Microfilm MF10321: Watkins, John fl.1720-1831. *An essay towards a history of Bideford, in the County of Devon*. (Exeter, 1792)

Microfilm MF15388: Chanter, John Roberts. *Sketches of the literary history of Barnstaple ... to which is appended the diary of Philip Wyt}, Town Clerk of Barnstaple, from 1586-1608. (1866)

Microfilm 17573: Caldwell, Thodore Cuyler. *Devonshire from the accession of Queen Elizabeth until the English Civil War*. (1934).

DORSET

Microfilm MF10269: *The municipal records of the borough of Dorchester, Dorset*: ed by Charles Herbert Mayo... (Exeter, 1908).

Microfilm MF10276: Sydenham, John (1807-1846) *The History of the Town and County of Poole... from the earliest period to the present time*. (London, 1859)

Local History

DYFED


ESSEX

Microfilm 16156: History, antiquities of the borough of Colchester in the county of Essex, selected from the most approved authors. (Colchester, 1810)

Microfilm 17476: Taylor, Silas (1624-78): The history and antiquities of Harwich and Dovercourt, topographical, dynastical and political, first collected Silas Taylcr, alia Domville; and now much enlarges... (London, 1730).

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

Microfilm 3038: Williams, William Retlaw. The parliamentary history of the county of Gloucester, including the cities of Bristol and Gloucester, and the boroughs of Cheltenham, Cirencester, Strand and Tewkesbury, from... 1213 - 1898.

GREATER LONDON


HEREFORD


HUNTINGDON

LANCASHIRE


Microfilm MF15216: Lancaster. A Calendar of Charters and records belonging to the Corporation of Lancaster. (1929)


LEICESTERSHIRE

Microfilm 7584-7585: Throsby, John (1740-1803). The memoirs of the Town and County of Leicester: displayed under an epitome of the reign of each sovereign in the English history. (Leicester, 1777)

MIDDLESEX


Microfilm MF10287: Robinson, William (1777-1848). The History and antiquities of the parish of Tottenham, in the county of Middlesex. (London, 1840) 2 vols on 1 reel.


Microfilm MF10298: Robinson, William (1777-1848). The history and antiquities of the parish of Stoke Newington, in the county of Middlesex. (London, 1820)

Microfilm MF10299: Robinson, William (1777-1848). The history and antiquities of the parish of Edmonton, in the county of Middlesex. (London, 1819)
Local History

NORFOLK

Microfilm 1487: (List of) Norfolk benefices, incumbents and patrons, 1772-1848.

Microfilm 2800: Le Strange, Hamon. Norfolk Official Lists, from the earliest period to the present day. 1890.


Microfilm MF10285: Hillen, Henry J. History of the borough of King's Lynn. (Norwich, 1907).

Microfilm 16540: Swinder, Henry. The history and antiquities of the ancient burgh of Great Yarmouth in the county of Norfolk. (Norwich, 1772).

Microfilm 17363: Beatniffe, Richard (1740-1818). The Norfolk tour: or, Traveller's pocket companion, belonging a concise description and present state of all noblemen's and gentlemen's seats, as well as of the principal towns and other remarkable places in the County of Norfolk / compiled from the most authentic historians and modern travellers and corrected to the present time. (London, 1772?)

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Microfilm MF11713: Records of the borough of Nottingham, being a series of extracts from the archives of the Corporation of Nottingham; vol 5. King Charles I to William III, 1625-1702. (ed. by W.T.Baker0 (London, 1900).

Microfilm MF11716: Copnall, Henry H. Notinghamshire County Records; notes and extracts from the Notinghamshire County records of the 17th century. (1915)

Microfilm MF13215: Piercy, John S. The history of Retford, in the County of Nottingham, compressing its ancient, progressive and modern state, with an historical and topographical account of the villages of West Retford, Babworth, Ordsall, Grove and Clarborough. (1828).

OXFORDSHIRE

Local History


Microfilm MF3645: Minster Lovell, Oxfordshire Court Rolls, 1560 - 1627. 1 vol (unpaginated) on 1 reel.

RUTLAND

Microfilm MF15567: Wright, James (1643-1713). The History and antiquities of the county of Rutland, collected from records, ancient MSS, monuments on the place and other authorities. (London, 1684) (Many handwritten material inserted.)

SALOP

Microfilm MF15205: Documents connected with the history of Ludlow and the lords marchers. (London, 1841)

SHROPSHIRE


SUFFOLK

Microfilm 3135: Muskett, Joseph James. Suffolk Families: being the county visitations and other pedigrees... (1900).

Microfilm MF11711: Sperling, Charles Frederick Denne. A Short History of the borough of Sudbury, in the county of Suffolk. (1896)

Microfilm MF14484: Harvey, William (d.1567). The visitation of Suffolke, made by William Harvey... with additions from family documents, original wills, Jermyn, Davy, and other mss etc. (1866-76).
Local History

Microfilm 17351: Kirby, Joshua (1716-1774). *Historical account of the twelve prints of monasteries, castles, ancient churches and monuments in the County of Suffolk / which were drawn by Joshua Kirby.* (1748) 1 reel.

Microfilm 17355: A description of the ancient and present state of the town and abbey of Bury St Edmunds, in the county of Suffolk... (1804).

Microfilm 17356: Gillingwater, Edmund (1735-1813). *An historical and descriptive account of St Edmund's Bury in the County of Suffolk,* (1804)


Microfilm 17359: Great Britain Exchequer. *Suffolk in 1327: being a subsidy return, Bury St Edmunds:* Paul & Mathew, 1906. (Suffolk green books, no. 9)


Microfilm 17362: Breat Britain Exchequer. *Suffolk in 1674: being the hearth tax returns - Woodbridge:* George Booth (1905). 442 p. (Suffolk green books, no. 11)

Microfilm 17365: Kirby, John (1690-1753) *The Suffolk traveller: or, A journey through Suffolk...* (1735?).

Microfilm 18709: Annals of Ipswiche. (No further information available.)

WARWICKSHIRE

Microfilm MF10295: Colville, Frederick L (1819-1886). *The worthies of Warwickshire who lived between 1500 and 1800.* (1870)
Local History

Microfilm 17487: Deacon, Thomas (17?? - ?). The history of the village of Willoughby in the county of Warwick. (London, 1818)

WEST GLAMORGAN


WILTSHIRE


Microfilm MF15209: Devizes (Corporation). Some annals of the Borough of Devizes, being a series of extracts from the corporation records, 1555-1792. Howard Cunnington. (1925)

WORCESTERSHIRE


YORK

Microfilm 17069: Poulson, George, 1783-1858. Beverlai: or, The antiquities and history of the town of Beverley, in the county of York, and of the provostry and collegiate establishment of St John's. 2 vol, illus.

? COUNTY

Microfilm MF11715: Griffith, Edward (1790-1858). A collection of ancient records relating to the borough of Huntingdon, with observations illustrative of the history of parliamentary boroughs in general. (London, 1827)

Microfilm MF15396: Bartlett, Richard Grosvenor (1863-....). The history of Fordington: a British battleground, a Roman suburb, a Royal manor and a Prebendal church. (1915).
Local History

HIGHER DEGREE THESE: BRITISH HISTORY TO 1800
(This section also contains various secondary books on microfilm)
Arranged by Author.
Subject Index to these theses at rear of section


Microfilm 14407: Allingham, Anthony. The song of songs as literary influence in selected works of the English Renaissance. PhD, Univ. of Oregon, 1974.


Microfilm MF10366: Bell, Gary M. *The men and their rewards in Elizabethan diplomatic service, 1558-1585*. PhD, Univ. of California, 1974.


Microfilm MF10367: Berelson, Eileen Sue. *Early career of Thomas Wentworth, first earl of Stafford: from Parliament to President of the King's Counsel in the North*. PhD, Boston Univ., 1975.


Microfilm 18611: Boulton-Jones, J.K. Anglican theological thought, 1750-1833. (No further information available.)


Microfilm 1790: Bowden Witt. The rise of the great manufacturers in England, 1760-1790. (1919)


Microfilm 16525: Carens, Marilyn Mumford. *A prologue for the study of Robert Henryson (1430?-1506)*. PhD, Univ. of Pennsylvania, 1974.


Microfilm MF14408: Crouch, Laura. The scientist in English literature: Domingo Gonzales (1638) to Victor Frankenstein (1817). PhD, Univ. of Oklahoma, 1975.


Microfilm 19039: Daichman, Graciela. Figure of the wayward nun in late medieval literature: the ambiguous portraits of the archpriest of Hitas 'Dona Garoza' and Chaucer's 'Madame Eglantyne'. PhD, Rice Univ., 1983.
Higher Degree theses (Microfilm)

Microfilm 18743: Davies, O.R.F. The Dukes of Devonshire, Newcastle and Rutland, 1688-1714... (No further information available.)


Microfilm MF10363: Duncan, Owen L. The political career of Sir Henry Neville: an Elizabethan gentleman at the Court of James I. PhD, Ohio State Univ., 1974.


Microfilm 7024: Fahey, Michael. *Historical interpretations of the English Civil War, particularly since the middle of the 18th century*. PhD, Univ. of Notre Dame, Ind., 1967.


Microfilm MF15253: Gane, Erwin Roy. *The historical significance of the scriptural exegesis employed in some 16th century English sermons*. PhD, Univ. of Nebraska, 1976.


Microfilm MF15224: Hartman, Marilyn Anne. *"For Christ and the people": the ideology of the good old cause, 1659-1660*. PhD, Indiana University, 1977.


Higher Degree theses (Microfilm)


Microfilm 2043: Keil, Ian John. *The estates of Glastonbury abbey in the later Middle Ages; a study in administration and economic change*. 1964, Bristol.


Higher Degree theses (Microfilm)


Microfilm MF14482: Kovarovic, David. The political career of Richard Weston, first earl of Portland, 1577-1635. PhD, New York Univ., 1977. (See also thesis of M. Alexander, Microfilm 6944.)


Microfilm 18506: Langston, Albert Douglas Beach. Tudor Books of Consolation. (No further information available.)


Microfilm 18952: Macauley, J.S. Richard Mountague, Caroline bishop, 1575-1641. (No further information available.)


Microfilm 9367: Makey, W. The Place of Whitehaven in the Irish coal trade, 1600-1750. MA, Univ. of London, 1952. (See also thesis by J.Eccles, Microfilm 8096.)

Microfilm 17041: Malcolm, Joyce Lee. The English people and the crown's cause, 1642-1646. PhD, Bradels Univ.


Microfilm MF11468: Markwood, William B. A study of the Phoenix Theatre in Drury Lane, 1617-1638. PhD, Birmingham, 1953.


Microfilm 16571: Meredith, Kenneth Frederick. The penalty of banishment in medieval France and England, PhD, Univ. of Virginia, 1979.


Microfilm 18233: Muluihill, Maureen Esther. *Feminine portraiture, 1660-1714: ideologies of women in English life and letters as a model of liberal thought during the restoration and reign of Queen Anne.* PhD, Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison.


Microfilm 17942: Palmer, William G. *The constitutional dilemma: Oliver St John and the English Revolution, 1637-1649.* (No further information available.)


Microfilm 7092: Raach, John H. *The English country doctor in the province of Canterbury, 1603-1643*. PhD, Yale, 1941. (Some pages are indistinct. Filmed in the condition it was received.)


Microfilm MF10472: Rinehart, Robert, Lord President Sussex and the rising of the northern earls, 1569-1570. PhD, Georgetown Univ., 1075.

Higher Degree theses (Microfilm)


Microfilm MF10346: Smith, Cornelia Donovan. *Oliver St John: servant to his king, to his parliament and to his commonwealth.* PhD, Rutgers Univ., 1974. (St John, 1598-1673.)


Microfilm 17940: Todd, Margo. Christian humanism and the Puritan social order. (No further information available.)


Microfilm 8096: Williams, James Eccles. The growth and decline of the part of Whitehaven, Cumberland, 1650-1900. MA, Univ. of Leeds. 1951. (see also thesis by W.Makey, Microfilm 9367.)


INDEX TO HIGHER DEGREE THESES

General subject index only.

Adventurers 67
Agriculture 63
local 70
Almshouses 54
Alsted, John Henry 53
Anabaptists 52
Anglo-Dutch relations - literary 56
Anglo-French relations 49, 66
Anglo-Spanish relations 49
Anglo-Turkish relations 50
Anabomianism 54
Apprenticeship 68, 70
Arbitrariness 58
childhood & kinship 69
correspondence 60
local history 61
social and economic history 51
Astrology 51
Aylmer, John 59
Bacon, Anthony 55
Bacon, Sir Francis 54
Bacon, Sir Nicholas 68
Baptists 69
Bishop, Robert 65
Browne, Sir Thomas 52
Calvin, John 68
Chaloner, Sir Thomas 51
Children in literature 67
Church history 50, 51, 55, 58, 67
local 61
music 50
Civil War 55, 56, 61, 62, 63, 66
character of soldiers 50
local history of effects 62
Coke, Sir Edward 69
Commerce 51, 54, 59, 69
book trade 70
port trade 60, 70
Commons, House of 56
Cosin, John 57
Christian Hebraism 66
Crime 56, 58, 60, 62, 66
political 64
prison system 67
Cromwell, Oliver 50
Cromwell, Thomas 65
Dance Masters 61
Death
burial and mourning customs 65
Puritan way of 68
Decorative arts 65
Devonshire, Duke of 54
Dialects 70
Index to Higher Degree Theses

Digby, John 50
Digges, Dudley 58
Diplomats and diplomacy 50, 53, 59
Drake, Sir Francis 62
Drama and the theatre 61
Education 69
debate over 58
students and society 60
Elizabeth I 69
Family of Love 62
Feminism 61, 67
Fitzherbert, Sir Anthony 51
Fitzroy, Henry 59
Fludc, Robert 57
Folk history 50
Foreign policy 50, 51, 53, 55
Gentleman
ideal of 59
speech of 64
Gilbert, William 49
Gray's Inn Journal 50
Hale, Sir Matthew 68
Harwich 53
Hatton, Sir Christopher 69
Heath, Sir Robert 59
Henry V 65
Henryson, Robert 52
Hesilrige, Sir Arthur 54
Heylin, Peter 62
Historiography 52, 54, 55, 58
ecclesiastical 64
Household history 65
Howard, Henry 64
Howard, William 56
Humphrey, Laurence 58
Hypocrites in literature 69
Imperialism 57
Jews in British society 66
John, King 59
Judiciary 53, 54, 57
Juxon, William 61
King's Inns 56
Legal history 49, 50, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64
local 54
medieval debt litigation 52
Lisle, John 52
Literature 49, 56, 59
Local history 56, 58, 63
urban 63
Marriage
daughters of the aristocracy 63
Marriage in literature 56
Mathematics 70
Matthew, Tobias 55
Medical practitioners 64
Mental illness
care and healing 60
government policy towards 63
Mercenaries 62
Military affairs 62, 64, 69
prisoners of war 69
Military Engineers 61
Millenarianism 53
Index to Higher Degree Theses

Morison, Richard 53
Mountague, Richard 60
Murphy, Arthur 50
Music 64
organ music 68
Music and song 51
Musicians in society 65
Natural philosophy 54
Naylor, James 52
Nethersole, Sir Francis 51
Neville, Sir Henry 54
Newcastle, Duke of 54
Newspapers & periodicals 52, 60, 62
Nuns, wayward 53
Orphanages 58
Parliament 51, 54, 55, 56, 62, 64, 66, 67, 69
elections 65, 68
local history 66
local representation 52
Parliamentary Surveys 57
Patronage 56, 62, 64
Peters, Hugh 63
Pilkington, James 66
Pirates 67
Political thought, family and political obligation 66
Politics and government 51, 56, 59, 60, 63, 68, 69
local 52, 54, 55, 57
Politics and religion 56, 59, 62, 65, 68
Privy Council, Ireland 53
Prophets 66
Protestants
and martyrdom 52
Puritanism 53, 54, 58, 60, 63, 66, 67, 68
marriage doctrines 58
Pym, John 60
Quakers 52, 53, 68
Ranters 54
Rastell, John 59
Rebellion
Essex 55
northern earls, 1569 65
revenge in literature 70
Rich, Robert 61
Richard III 69
Roman Catholics
loyalism 64
recusancy 56, 66
Royal College of Physicians of London 51
Russia
Britons in during 17th century 64
Rutland, Duke of 54
Scientific thought 51
Scientists 60
Scientists in literature 53
Scottish peerage 63
Ship money. collection of 65
Shirley, James 65, 69
Sidney, Algernon 60
Sidney, Henry 60
Sidney, Robert 57
Sidney, Sir Philip 65
Social and economic history 49, 50
Social and economic conditions 57
Social and economic history
   local 53, 55
St John, Oliver 63, 67
Stillingfleet, Edward 55
Theology 50, 51, 55, 63, 67
Travel and travellers 62, 70
Ussher, James 68
Verney family 67
Wentworth, Thomas 50
Western, Sir Richard 49
Westminster Assembly of Divines 57, 67
Weston, Sir Richard 59
Whitgift, John 61
Williams, John 51
Witchcraft 64, 70
Women
   autobiographies 58
   changing conceptions of 52
   duty of 49
   feminine character 53
   in literature 63
   legal attitudes towards 61
   legal position 55
   preachers 60, 70
   Renaissance ideal of 57